In this paper we introduce a family of ordered sets we call k-weak orders which generalize weak orders, semi-orders, and bipartite orders. For each k, we give a polynomial-time recognition algorithm for kweak orders and a partial characterization. In addition, we prove that among 1-weak orders, the classes of bounded bitolerance orders and totally bounded bitolerance orders are equal. This enables us to recognize the class of totally bounded bitolerance orders for 1-weak orders.
Introduction
The ordered sets in this paper will be irre exive with \ " denoting the relation, unless otherwise speci ed. If x and y are incomparable elements we write x y. We denote by r + s the ordered set consisting of two disjoint chains, one with r elements, the other with s elements. We write x 1 x 2 x r jjy 1 y 2 y s to denote the r + s whose chains are labeled x 1 x 2 x r , and y 1 y 2 y s . An ordered set is called a weak order (or a preorder) if and only if it has no 2 + 1 as an induced suborder. It is easy to see that P = (X; ) is a weak order if and only if it admits a real-valued function u : X ! R so that x y in P i u(x) < u(y) 3] . Such a function is called an ordinal utility function 6] . It places an ordering on the elements of P which is similar to a linear ordering except that ties are allowed. The ordering determined by the function u is useful in that it provides a ranking of elements, and it is therefore desirable to extend this notion to a wider class of ordered sets.
In this paper we generalize weak orders to k-weak orders, where k 0 is an integer. When k = 0, the de nition reverts to that of a weak order. (When k < 0 the de nition is that of a linear order, but we will con ne our attention to k 0.)
De nition 1 Given an ordered set P = (X; ), an integer-valued function lev : X ! Z is a k-leveling function of P if it satis es the following for all x; y 2 X.
Rule A: If x y then lev(x) < lev(y). Rule B: If x y then jlev(x) ? lev(y)j k. De nition 2 An ordered set P = (X; ) is k-weak if there exists a k-leveling function of P.
Given a k-weak order with k-leveling function lev, we say that element v is on level i (or is a level i element) when lev(v) = i.
Rule A ensures that if y is preferred to x then y gets a higher level (ranking) than x does. Note that this rule is independent of k. If x and y are incomparable, then Rule B ensures that the levels they receive are not too far apart, i.e., at most k units. To force a k-leveling function to be as close as possible to an ordinal utility function, we use the smallest value of k which admits a k-leveling. We will call this value of k the weakness of P.
The following are easy consequences of De nitions 1 and 2 which we state without proof.
Proposition 3 If P = (X; ) is a k-weak order with k-leveling function lev, 
This is done in
Step 2 of Algorithm k-Weak Leveling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In x2 we give an algorithm for recognizing k-weak orders and prove the algorithm runs in time O(n 4 k) for an n-element ordered set. In x3 we explore the relationship between the weakness of P and the largest r + s induced in P. In x4, we characterize the class of totally bounded bitolerance orders for 1-weak orders, which was our original motivation for studying k-weak orders.
2 Recognition of k-Weak Orders
Preliminaries
Lemma 4 Let P 1 = (X 1 ; 1 ); P 2 = (X 2 ; 2 ); : : :; P m = (X n ; m ) be k-weak ordered sets with X i \ X j = ; for all i 6 = j. De ne P = (X; ) to be the ordered set with X = X 1 X 2 X m and comparabilities as follows: for any u 2 X i and v 2 X j and i < j, we have u v, and if u; v 2 X i then u v i u i v. Then the order P is k-weak.
Proof. Let De nition 5 An ordered set P = (X; ) is inseparable if it is impossible to partition the set X = X 1 X 2 nontrivially so that u v for all u 2 X 1 ; v 2 X 2 .
The following simple algorithm partitions an ordered set into inseparable induced suborders.
Algorithm Stackem
Input: An ordered set Q = (X; ). Output: A partition X = X 1 X 2 X m for which (i) x i x j whenever i < j and x i 2 X i and x j 2 X j , and (ii) the induced suborders Q i = (X i ; ) are inseparable. Proof. First we consider the running time. The algorithm requires a minimal non-isolate to initialize each X i , and these can be found in O(jXj Clearly Algorithm Stackem produces a partition X = X 1 X 2 X m . We need to show that (i) the induced suborders Q i = (X i ; ) are inseparable, and (ii) if i < j and x i 2 X i and x j 2 X j , then x i x j .
To show (i): Suppose Q i were separable, and let X i = W 1 2 We remark on two special cases. If Q = (X; ) itself is inseparable, the output partition is X = X 1 . If Q is a weak order (i.e., 0-weak) with ordinal utility function u, then each resulting Q i is an antichain (in fact, the Q i correspond to distinct values of u(x)).
The Main Algorithm
We next present an algorithm which determines if an ordered set is k-weak, and in the a rmative case, constructs a k-leveling function. We discuss correctness and complexity afterwards. The algorithm:
Step 1: Use Algorithm Stackem to partition Q into inseparable suborders Q i . Do Steps 2{6 (below) on each of the Q i . If any of them fail to be k-weak, STOP; Q is not k-weak. If all of them are k-weak, use the construction in the proof of Lemma 4 to obtain a k-leveling of Q.
To simplify the notation, we let P = (X; ) = Q i .
Step 2: Initialization Step] Choose a particular element b 2 X to be the base of the k-leveling, and assign lev(b) = 1: Let U = X ? fbg.
Form a f0; 1g-matrix M whose rows and columns are indexed by U. Initialize: M xy = ( 1 if x = y, 0 otherwise.
Step 3 Label them so that either x y or x y. 1 . If x y and`(y) `(x), increase`(y) to`(x) + 1.
2. If x y and u(x) u(y), decrease u(x) to u(y) ? 1. 3 . If x y and u(y) u(x) + k + 1, decrease u(y) to u(x) + k. 4 . If x y and u(x) u(y) + k + 1, decrease u(x) to u(y) + k. 5 . If x y and`(y) `(x) ? k ? 1, increase`(y) to`(x) ? k. 6 . If x y and`(x) `(y) ? k ? 1, increase`(x) to`(y) ? k.
If`(x) > u(x) or`(y) > u(y), STOP. P is not k-weak. If R(x) is bounded and was narrowed in this pass of the narrowing steps, set M xz = M zx = 0 for all z other than x and y. Likewise, if R(y) is bounded and was narrowed in this pass of the narrowing steps, set M yz = M zy = 0 for all z other than x and y.
In any event, set M xy = M yx = 1.
If all entries of M are 1's, continue to Step 5. Otherwise, begin Step 4 again.
Step 5: Set lev(x) =`(x) for each x 2 U. (End of Algorithm k-Weak Leveling)
Correctness and Complexity of Algorithm k-Weak Leveling
We establish the correctness of Algorithm k-Weak leveling using three propositions. The rst veri es that the assignment made in
Step 5 is well-de ned, the second ensures that the algorithm terminates, and the third that if Step 5 is reached, then the resulting function lev is indeed a k-leveling function. After this we consider the complexity of the algorithm.
Proposition 7 Proof. Algorithm k-Weak Leveling terminates in Step 4 if and only if R(x) = ; for some x 2 U. Thus we assume R(x) 6 = ; for all x 2 U. By Proposition 7, if the algorithm proceeds to Step 5, then all ranges are bounded. Therefore, it remains to consider the case in which for all x 2 U, we have R(x) 6 = ;, and yet the algorithm does not reach Step 5. We show this leads to a contradiction.
Every time all pairs of elements in U are considered, some range must narrow to a bounded set, otherwise the matrix M would ll with 1's and the algorithm would proceed to Step 5. Once R(x) becomes bounded, whenever it is further narrowed, jR(x)j decreases by at least 1. Thus every time all pairs of elements of U are considered, either the quantity G 1 = #fx 2 U :
R(x) is unboundedg or the quantity Theorem 10 Algorithm k-Weak Leveling correctly determines whether P is k-weak, and in the a rmative case produces a k-leveling of P.
Proof. In
Step 1, if any of the Q i fail to be k-weak, then Q is not k-weak by the third part of Proposition 3. Thus we may focus on Steps 2{6. In
Step 2 we choose a particular element b to be the base of our k-leveling and assign lev(b) = 1. As noted earlier, choosing a base simply picks one representative of each equivalence class of k-levelings.
Once lev(b) = 1 is xed, the range sets are initialized (Step 3) and narrowed (Step 4). The initialization in Step 3 is accomplished by applying Rules A and B to the pair (b; x) for each x 2 U. The narrowing steps proceed by applying Rule A (in Narrowing Steps 1,2) or Rule B (in Narrowing Steps 3{6) to the pair (x; y). Because the initialization and narrowing of the ranges is accomplished only by using Rules A and B, the range sets satisfy the following invariant: ( ) If lev is a k-leveling of P with lev(b) = 1 then lev(x) 2 R(x) for all x 2 U.
If at any time in Step 4, R(x) = ; for some x 2 U, then by ( ) there is no possible value to assign to lev(x), thus P is not k-weak. This proves the assertion made just after Narrowing Step 6. Proposition 8 implies that the algorithm either terminates in Step 4 (with the conclusion that P is not k-weak) or reaches Step 5 after a nite number of operations. In the latter case, Proposition 9 ensures that the function lev assigned in Step 5 is indeed a k-leveling, and thus that P is k-weak. 2
The next lemma is needed to prove the complexity bound in Theorem 12.
Lemma 11 Let ) all together. So we focus attention on Step 4. First we consider the case k 1. We compute an upper bound on the number of times some range set is narrowed to a bounded set. Each nonbase element x of X i can have its range narrowed to a bounded set at most More generally, an ordered set is (M; t)-free if it has no induced r 1 + r 2 + + r t where each r i 1 and r 1 + r 2 + + r t = M. However, we will only be concerned with the case t = 2.
The (2,2)-free orders are those with no induced 1 + 1 which are precisely the linear orders. The (3,2)-free orders are those with no induced 2 + 1, which is the class of 0-weak (or just weak) orders. Using the Scott-Suppes Theorem 11] (or see 12]), semi-orders (also known as unit interval orders) are the class of (4,2) 14) . For k = 0, the converse of Corollary 15 is true, as mentioned in the introduction. However, for k > 0 it is false as the following example shows.
Example 16 Fix k > 0 and let P = (X ) be the ordered set with X = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x k+1 ; y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :; y k+1 ; z 1 ; z 2 ; : : :; z k+2 g and whose only comparabilities are x 1 x 2 x k+1 , y 1 y 2 y k+1 , z 1 z 2 z k+2 , z 1 x k+1 and y 1 z k+2 . It is easy to check that P is (2k + 3; 2)-free. However, P is not k-weak, because if it were, applying Proposition 14 to the three k + 1 + k + 1's (i) induced by x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x k+1 and z 2 ; z 3 ; : : :; z k+2 , and (ii) induced by x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x k+1 and y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :; y k+1 , (iii) y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :; y k+1 and z 1 ; z 2 ; : : : ; z k+1 ) would lead to the contradiction lev(z k+2 ) = lev(x k+1 ) = lev(y k+1 ) = lev(z k+1 ).
However, we do have the following partial converse to Corollary 15, which, in particular, implies that all semi-orders are 1-weak.
Theorem 17 If P is an ordered set with no induced (k + 2) + 1 then P is k-weak.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that there are ordered sets that contain no (k + 2) + 1's, yet are not k-weak. Let P = (X; ) be such an ordered set with the least number of elements. Using Lemma 4, it is easy to see that P must be inseparable. Furthermore, P is not simply a chain or an antichain, because both chains and antichains are k-weak for all k 0. Thus we may choose x 2 X to be a maximal non-isolate of P and choose b 2 X with b x.
Since P ?x has 1 fewer element than P, it is k-weak. Take a k-leveling lev of P ? x with base b assigned lev(b) = 1. De ne lev(x) = max f1 + lev(y) : y 2 X; y xg flev(z) ? k : z 2 X; z xg].
By the de nition of lev(x) and the fact that x is maximal in P, we know that the function lev satis es Rule A for all pairs of elements in X. Thus Rule B must be violated for a pair of elements including x, that is, there exists w 2 X with x w but jlev(x) ? lev(w)j > k. Again t k then every partial sum of S is less than or equal to k, a contradiction. Thus t k + 1. Suppose j = 0. Then w = a 0 a 1 a k+1 is a chain induced in P with lev(a k+1 ) = lev(w) + k + 1 lev(x). Because x is maximal, we know x 6 a k+1 . We are also given w x and therefore a k+1 6 x. Thus w x and a k+1 x and we conclude that w = a 0 a 1 a k+1 jjx is a (k + 2) + 1 induced in P, a contradiction.
Otherwise j 1. Now consider the chain a j a j+1 a j+k+1 induced in P. We know a j?1 a j with lev(a j?1 )?k = lev(a j ) by the maximality of t. Now lev(a j+k+1 ) = lev(a j ) + k + 1 = lev(a j?1 ) + 1. If a j?1 a j+k+1 , we would have a shorter forced path (w = a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a j?1 ; a j+k?1 ; : : :; a r = x) from w to x, a contradiction. If a j+k+1 a j?1 , then a j a j+k+1 a j?1 , contradicting a j?1 a j . Thus a j?1 a j+k+1 which together with our earlier result (a j?1 a j ) implies that a j a j+1 a j+k+1 jja j?1 is a (k + 2) + 1 induced in P, a contradiction. If this is now a valid k-leveling of P, we contradict the assumption that P is not k-weak. If not, nd another w and proceed. Since values of lev never decrease in this procedure, and lev(x) is unchanged, eventually we reach a contradiction. 2
Again, the converse to Theorem 17 is false, since Proposition 14 shows that 3 + 1 is 1-weak. We conjecture that Theorem 17 is also best possible, that is, for each k > 0 we conjecture that there exist (k + 4; 2)-free orders that are not k-weak. For k = 1, Example 16 gives an ordered set which is (5,2)-free, yet not 1-weak. One can check that the order in Figure 1 is (6; 2)-free (by inspection), but not 2-weak (using Algorithm k-Weak Leveling), thus providing an example for the case k = 2. ) recognition algorithm appears in 10].
In contrast, the class of totally bounded bitolerance orders has been characterized only in special cases. The most general of these is when the underlying ordered set is bipartite 4], that is, its longest chain has at most two elements. Clearly, a bipartite order is 1-weak { for example, assign all minimal elements a level of 1 and all remaining elements a level of 2.
In this section we generalize the characterization of totally bounded bitolerance orders to the case where the underlying order is 1-weak. Indeed, this was our original motivation for studying 1-weak and subsequently k-weak orders.
Lemma 18 Let P = (X; ) be a totally bounded bitolerance order with representation (I(v); C(v) : v 2 X). If C(x) \ C(y) 6 = ; then x y in P. Proof. The proof follows immediately from the de nition of totally bounded bitolerance orders.
Theorem 19 If P is a 1-weak ordered set, the following are equivalent.
1. P is a totally bounded bitolerance order. 2. P is a bounded bitolerance order. 3. For each pair of adjacent levels of P, there is an indexing x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n of the elements on the lower level and an indexing y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :; y m of the elements on the upper level so that whenever x i y j in P then either x i y k for all k < j or x` y j for all`< i.
Proof. (1) =) (2) This follows immediately from the fact that totally bounded bitolerance orders are bounded bitolerance orders.
(2) =) (3) Suppose P is a bounded bitolerance order. Then the suborder of P induced by two adjacent levels is also a bounded bitolerance order. Now by Theorem 2.12 of 4], the desired indexing exists.
(3) =) (1) Now suppose that P is a 1-weak ordered set with 1-leveling function lev so that each pair of adjacent levels can be indexed as in the hypothesis of (3). Note that this means each level (except the top and bottom) gets indexed twice. Given these two sets of indices, we construct a totally bounded bitolerance representation of P.
Choose M large enough so that each level of P contains fewer than M=2 elements. Consider the elements on adjacent levels i and i + 1. Index the elements x with lev(x) = i: x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n and those y with lev(y) = i + 1: y 1 ; y 2 ; : : : ; y m as given by the hypothesis of (3). These indexings will determine the right tolerant points and endpoints of the elements on level i and the left tolerant points and endpoints of the elements on level i + 1 as follows.
Let rt(x j ) = iM ? j, and let re(x j ) = ( iM if x j y 1 , iM + k if x j y k+1 and x j y`for all`: 1 ` k:
Let`t(y j ) = iM + j, and let`e (y j ) = ( iM if x 1 y j , iM ? k if x k+1 y j and x` y j for all`: 1 ` k:
Thus for an element z on level i, re(z) and rt(z) are determined by the items marked with a ( ) using z's indexing as an element of the lower level of adjacent levels i and i + 1 and`e(z) and`t(z) are assigned by the items marked with a ( ) using z's indexing as an element of the upper level of adjacent levels i ? 1 and i. It remains to assign left tolerant and endpoints to the elements on level 1 and right tolerant and endpoints to the elements on level T, the top level. We do this as follows. For each element x on level 1, let`e(x) =`t(x) = 0 and for elements y on the top level T, let re(y) = rt(y) = (T + 1)M.
Similarly, if x 1 y s then`e(y) = iM > rt(x). Otherwise,`e(y) = e(y s ) = iM ? k where x k+1 y s and y s x`for all`: 1 ` k. But x r y s , thus k < r and so`e(y) > iM ? r. But rt(x) = rt(x r ) = iM ? r. Thus again, le(y) > rt(x).
Together these results imply that x y in Q. { x y in P (i.e., x r y s in P)
First note that re(y) `t(y) > iM > rt(x) `t(x), so y 6 x in Q. Thus it su ces to show x 6 y in Q.
By the indexing condition (3), either (i) x r y`for all`: 1 ` s, or (ii) x` y s for all`: 1 ` r. In case (i), re(x) = re(x r )
iM + s and`t(y) =`t(y s ) = iM + s, so x 6 y in Q. In case (ii), rt(x) = rt(x r ) = iM ? r and`e(y) =`e(y s ) iM ? r, so again x 6 y in Q. 2
Together with Theorem 19, Langley's recognition algorithm 10] for bounded bitolerance orders immediately implies a recognition algorithm for totally bounded bitolerance orders in the 1-weak case. The equivalence of (1) and (2) in Theorem 19 is false in general. A separating example (which is 2-weak) appears in 4].
Future Directions
In future work in preparation] we study the weakness of an ordered set, where the weakness wk(P) is the minimum k such that P is k-weak. We prove wk(P) d n?2 2 e for an n element ordered set P, which results in an O(n 6 ) algorithm for computing weakness.
